dB COM HEADSETS

One part protection, one part communication. When bottom line is top of mind, choose dB Com so workers can remain productive while their hearing is protected.

2-Way Radio

PALM MICROPHONE
Discreet hand-held microphone for use in standard radio communication or surveillance with 2-way radio. Used with a Convertible earpiece or Communicate Ear™ in noise. We can fit almost any radio with a Palm Microphone, we just need to know the make and model of the radio. The Palm Microphone has a jack that allows incoming audio to be transmitted to either a speaker button on a Communicate Ear™ dB Blocker™ or through our Ultralite to either a Filtered Covert or Convertible dB Blocker™ earpiece.

Palm Microphone Item No. 80014 – 80020
Communicate Ear™ Earpiece Item No. 12001
Ultralite Item No. 80011 – 80013
Filtered Covert Earpiece Item No. 12014 – 12021
Convertible-Y Vented Earpiece Item No. 10037

IDEN CELL PHONE HEADSETS
IDEN (Integrated Digital Enhanced Network) phones are the cell phones with 2-way radio direct connection capability built in. Marketed in the U.S. as Sprint/Nextel phones and in Canada as MIKE from Telus Mobility.

IDEN PALM MICROPHONE HEADSET
Discreet hand-held microphone for use with an IDEN cellular radio. Can be used with a Filtered Covert Earpiece for surveillance or a Convertible-Y Vented earpiece in noise. Most current IDEN phones have a 4-segment 2.5mm right angle connector which plugs into a jack on the phone. Older IDEN phones have a proprietary connector on the bottom of the phone. We will need to know the model number of your IDEN phone to provide the correct Palm Microphone Kit. The Palm Microphone has a jack that allows incoming audio to be transmitted through a Sound Tube to either a Filtered Covert or Convertible-Y Vented earpiece.

Filtered Covert Earpiece Item No. 12014 – 12021
Convertible-Y Vented Earpiece Item No. 10037
Headset for IDEN (Sprint/Nextel or MIKE) cell phone Item No. 80021

Cell Phone Adaptor (CPA)

CPA (SINGLE)
The Industrial Cell Phone Adaptor provides hearing protection and interpersonal communication. It connects to hands-free cell phone headsets with an ear bud and in-line microphone.

CPA Earpiece Item No. 12006 – 12008
nX™ Headset

nX™ BLUETOOTH WIRELESS HEADSET
Allows you to hear your caller, and your caller to hear you clearly without surrounding sounds invading your conversation (when combined with a dB Blocker™ nX™ Bluetooth earpiece). The nX™ Bluetooth headset uses an advanced digital signal processor to filter out noise and only pass speech. The dB Blocker™ nX™ Bluetooth earpiece removes background noise from the incoming audio so you can hear what is being said. With a dB Blocker™ earpiece, the nX™ Bluetooth headset is the only Bluetooth headset usable in industrial noise. (nX™ Bluetooth headset requires a cell phone equipped with Bluetooth technology.) Combines with a dB Blocker™ nX™ Bluetooth earpiece.

nX™ BLUETOOTH Headset Item No. 80085
dB Blocker™ nX™ Earpiece Item No. 12013

CaBoom Headset

CaBoom HEADSET
The lightest effective noise-rejecting cell phone headset we have ever seen. Etymotic Research has combined their earphone with a noise-rejecting directional microphone (-10dB) to make our CaBoom provide clear 2-way conversations in even very high levels of noise (when connected with your own custom made earpiece). CaBoom enhances your cell phone experience and is suitable for work or personal use.

CaBoom Earpiece Item No. 12010
CaBoom Headset Item No. 80055

M140 Headset

M140 HEADSET
Noise-canceling headset for cell phone use. Headset is the best and most affordable noise-canceling headset we’ve found. Connects to most cell phones via a 2.5mm right-angled plug. Combines with a dB Blocker™ Cell Phone Adapter (CPA) earpiece.

CPA Earpiece Item No. 13006
M140 Headset Item No. 80057